Development and validation of a method to record electrophysiological responses in direct acoustic cochlear implant subjects.
Acoustic hearing implants, such as direct acoustic cochlear implants (DACIs), can be used to treat profound mixed hearing loss. Electrophysiological responses in DACI subjects are of interest to confirm auditory processing intra-operatively, and to assist DACI fitting postoperatively. We present two related studies, focusing on DACI artifacts and electrophysiological measurements in DACI subjects, respectively. In the first study we aimed to characterize DACI artifacts, to study the feasibility of measuring frequency-specific electrophysiological responses in DACI subjects. Measurements of DACI artifacts were collected in a cadaveric head to disentangle possible DACI artifact sources and compared to a constructed DACI artifact template. It is shown that for moderate stimulation levels, DACI artifacts are mainly dominated by the artifact from the radio frequency (RF) communication signal, that can be modeled if the RF encoding protocol is known. In a second study, the feasibility of measuring intra-operative responses, without applying the RF artifact models, in DACI subjects is investigated. Auditory steady-state and brainstem responses were measured intra-operatively in three DACI subjects, immediately after implantation, to confirm proper DACI functioning and coupling to the inner ear. Intra-operative responses could be measured in two of the three tested subjects. Absence of intra-operative responses in the third subject can possibly be explained by the hearing loss, attenuation of intra-operative responses, the difference between electrophysiological and behavioral threshold, and a temporary threshold shift due to the DACI surgery. In conclusion, RF artifacts can be modeled, such that electrophysiological responses to frequency-specific stimuli could possibly be measured in DACI subjects, and intra-operative responses in DACI subjects can be obtained.